ANNOUNCEMENTS

Week of November 13th

Save the date: Wednesday, November 29th at 11:00 AM for a very special event with Professor Pierre Agostini!
Upcoming Events
Thanksgiving Break is next week! -
No classes November 22nd-24th.
Offices closed November 23rd-24th. Enjoy your time off!

Upcoming Colloquia & Seminars
11/14/23 Fall 2023 Colloquium Series- Taekjip Ha- From Single Molecules to Cellular Decision Making: Connecting the Scales Using Mechanical Force. More information
11/14/23 CCAPP Seminar- Cuncheng Chen- Spatially-resolved CGM Dynamics in Both Non-Active and Active Halos. More information
11/15/23 ENCOMM Seminar- David Wood and Davita Watkins- Polymer-Based Enzymatic Nanomaterials. More information
11/15/23 Seminar on the Role of the National Space Council and the Biden Administration's Space Priorities. More information
11/17/23 Institute for Optical Science- Malleable Light: From Single Atom Computing to Superspectroscopy. More information

Full Department
There is more information and resources available on our department website. Click here for archived Department of Physics Weekly Emails
Click here for the Department of Physics Calendars

Graduate Students
President's Postdoctoral Scholars Program 2024 Cohort Competition
Ohio State’s PPSP was launched in January 2018 to recognize highly-qualified postdoctoral trainees who will become leaders in their fields. The program supports the scholarly efforts and training of terminal degree holders (PhD, MFA, and others) who wish to pursue careers in research and creative inquiry, as well as providing professional development and networking opportunities.
This program includes salary support and full benefits (health insurance, tuition assistance, and paid leave) for 2 years provided by the Office of the President and the scholar’s faculty mentor and sponsor college. PPSP scholars also receive funds from the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs to support research, creative expression, and professional development-related expenses.

Learn more about the program and application process by visiting our website.
Please feel free to direct any questions to Ohio State's Office of Postdoctoral Affairs: osupostdocs@osu.edu.

Submit your news items to scopel.6@osu.edu by 5pm, Thursday.

Follow us on all social media platforms: Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.